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MATHEMATICAL MODELS OF FEEDBACK SYSTEMS FOR CONTROL
OF INTRA-BUNCH INSTABILITIES DRIVEN BY E-CLOUDS AND TMCI ∗
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W. Hofle, CERN, Geneve, Switzerland, and R. Secondo, J.-L. Vay, LBNL, Berkeley, USA

The feedback control of intra-bunch instabilities driven
by electron-clouds or strong head-tail coupling (transverse
mode coupled instabilities TMCI) requires bandwidth sufficient to sense the vertical position and apply correction
fields to multiple sections of a nanosecond-scale bunch.
These requirements impose challenges and limits in the design and implementation of the feedback control channel.
This paper presents different models for the feedback
subsystems: receiver, processing channel, amplifier and
kicker, that take into account their frequency response and
limits. These models are included in reduced mathematical
models of the bunch dynamics and multi-particle simulation codes (WARP / C-MAD / HEADTAIL) to evaluate the
impact of the subsystem limitations in the bunch stabilization and emittance improvement. With this realistic model
of the hardware, it is possible to analyze and design the
feedback system. This research is crucial to evaluate the
boundary in the performance of the feedback control system due to technological limitations. Additionally, these
models define the impact of parameter variations or mismatching and the effect of spurious perturbation and noise
in the performance of the feedback system.

INTRODUCTION
Intra-bunch instabilities induced by electron clouds and
strong head-tail interactions are one of the limiting factors to reach the maximum beam currents in the SPS ring
[1]. Feedback techniques can stabilize bunch instabilities
induced not only by e-clouds but also by strong head-tail
interactions (TMCI). DOE US LHC Accelerator Research
Program (LARP) is supporting a collaboration between US
Labs and CERN to study the viability of controlling intrabunch instabilities using feedback control techniques. A
collaboration among SLAC / LBNL / CERN started evaluating the limitations of this technique to mitigate both instabilities and other possible head-tail distortions in bunches
[2] [3].
The application of feedback control to stabilize the
bunch is challenging because it requires sufficient bandwidth to sense the transverse position and apply correcting
fields to different parts of a nanosecond-scale bunch. These
requirements impose technology challenges and limits in
the design [4]. Additionally, from a feedback stand-point
the intra-bunch dynamics is more challenging to model and
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control than the beam dynamics involving the interaction
between bunches. Given the machine schedule limitations
to test and install a prototype feedback system in the SPS
ring, non-linear simulators based on multi-particle description of the bunch and e-clouds (WARP, C-MAD, HEADTAIL) have been very useful to analyze the bunch dynamics and derive reduced models as well as to generate analysis tools to process the measured data [5], [6], [7]. The
ongoing effort is directed to include realistic feedback system models in the simulation codes to analyze the impact
on the beam emittance and stability. A realistic simulation model for the feedback system must include the real
number of samples per bunch processed by the feedback
channel, modeling of technical limitations on the hardware
components as well as feedback bandwidth and noise.

MULTI-PARTICLE SIMULATION CODES
Simulation codes as HEADTAIL, C-MAD, WARP are
used to analyze and estimate the behavior of the bunch interacting with electron clouds and machine impedances.
The simulation code models the turn-by-turn interaction
of a single bunch with an electron cloud and the machine
impedance. In the case of electron clouds, the simulation
takes into account the electron cloud produced by the preceding bunches, with a cloud density as inferred from previous simulations. Both protons and electrons are represented by macro-particles. The bunch is divided into Nsl
longitudinal slices and interacts with the cloud on successive time steps. The transverse electrical interaction between the protons and the electrons of each slice and viceversa is computed by a 2D particle-in-cell algorithm. The
equations of motion for protons and electrons are: [7] [8]:
d2 xp,i (s)
ds2
2
d xe,j (s)
ds2

+

K(s)xp,i (s) = ΔPe,i (xp,i (s))

=

ΔPp,j (xe,j (s))

(1)

where the positions of electrons and bunch particles
are represented by the vectors xe ≡ (xe , ye ) and
xp (s) ≡ (xp , yp ) in (x,y,s) coordinates. ΔPe,i (xp,i (s)),
ΔPp,j (xe,j (s)) are the scaled momenta applied to the protons and electrons, respectively, due to the proton-electron
interaction. K(s) is the transfer matrix between two subsequent interaction points. fe (x, y, t) and fp,SL (x, y) are
the distribution functions of the electron cloud and of the
bunch particles contained in one slice, respectively, which
produce the electric field Ee(p) . Synchrotron motion is included in the simulations.
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The feedback control system interacts with the multiparticle simulator by measuring the absolute transverse and
longitudinal position of each slice centroid and generating
a momentum or kick signal that drives each bunch slice. In
(1), the momentum signal is modeled as an additive term
in the proton differential equation, ΔPT,x,y (t)|SL , for the
SLth slice. Similarly for the same slice, the measured centroids are defined by < x(t) >SL =< xfp (x, y, s, t) >SL
/ < fp (x, y, s, t) >SL . Similar definitions are used for
< y(t) >SL , < s(t) >SL centroids. Fig.1 depicts a
block diagram of the feedback control system for the vertical axis interacting with the proton bunch. In this plot,
the vertical displacement of the centroid of 64 slices is labeled as < y(t) >= [y1 (t), y2 (t), ..., y64 (t)]T and the momentum signal for those slices is ΔPT,y (t) = Vb (t) =
[Vb1 (t), ..., Vb64 (t)]T . The feedback channel is defined by
three major blocks: the receiver that measures and processes the signal from the beam pick-up and estimates the
vertical position of the different areas of the bunch, the processing channel that computes, from the vertical signal, the
appropriate control signal VC (t) and the power stage (Amplifier, Kicker) that amplifies and delivers the momentum
to different bunch slices.

Figure 1: Block diagram of feedback control channel interacting with the proton bunch.
The implementation of these blocks introduces limitations in the level and frequency of the signals processed.
Appropriate models of those blocks are necessary in the design and simulation of the feedback channel to understand
the real limitations of the feedback channel in the stabilization of the bunch dynamics.

FORMALISM FOR SIMULATION
MODELS
The main idea is to characterize the response of each
block in the feedback system on a fast-time scale and reduce the system dynamics by defining a map between a
set of input samples yIN and output samples yOUT , where
yOUT , yIN are vectors in R at a particular time. In general,
the vectors length is not the same.
The relationship between output-input signals for lineartime invariant (LTI) continuous systems is given by the
convolution integral
 ∞
h(t − τ )yIN (τ )dτ, (2)
yOUT (t) = h(t) ∗ yIN (t) =
−∞

where h(t) = L−1 {H(s)} is the impulse response of
the system, H(s) is the transfer function of the system in

Laplace domain and L−1 {.} is the inverse Laplace transform operator. Similarly for discrete systems and sampled
signals the k th sample of the output signal is
yOUT (k) =

∞


h(k − i)yIN (i)

(3)

i=−∞

with h(k) is the unit impulse response, h(k) =
Z −1 {H(z)}, H(z) is the transfer function of the system
in Z domain and Z −1 {.} is the inverse Z transform operator. The transfer function for LTI system can be in general
defined by an ARMA model or ratio between two polynomials
H(z) =

A1 z −1 + A2 z −2 + ... + Am z −m
B1 z −1 + B2 z −2 + ... + Bn z −n

(4)

if YOUT (z) = Z{yOUT (k)} and YIN (z) = Z{yIN (k)}
are the Z transform of the output/input sampled signals,
then
YOU T (z)
A1 z −1 + A2 z −2 + ... + Am z −m
,
= H(z) =
YIN (z)
B1 z −1 + B2 z −2 + ... + Bn z −n

(5)

then YOUT (z)(B1 z −1 + B2 z −2 + ... + Bn z −n ) =
YIN (z)(A1 z −1 + A2 z −2 + ... + Am z −m ). Applying the
inverse Z transform, it is possible to get the recursive relationship between input/output samples: B1 yOUT (k) +
B2 yOUT (k−1)+...+Bn yOUT (k−n−1)) = A1 yIN (k)+
A2 yIN (k − 1) + ... + Am yIN (k − m − 1). Assuming there
are no samples from previous bunches interfering with the
actual processed bunch, yIN (k) = yOUT (k) = 0, ∀k ≤ 0
and the maximum length of the signals is k = Nsl , the
following sequences can be defined:
⎡

B1
⎢ 0
⎢
⎢ ...
⎣ 0
0
⎡
A1
⎢ 0
⎢
⎢ ...
⎣ 0
0

B2
B1

A2
A1

...
B2

...
A2

Bn
...
...
...
...

0
Bn

...
...

0

B1
0

Am
...
...
...
...

ByOUT
yOUT

=
=

0
0
...
B2
B1

0
Am

...
...

0

A1
0

⎤
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎦

0
0
...
A2
A1

⎤
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎦

yOU T (Nsl )
yOU T (Nsl − 1)
...
yOU T (2)
yOU T (1)

=

yIN (Nsl )
yIN (Nsl − 1)
...
yIN (2)
yIN (1)

AyIN
B −1 AyIN = M yIN

(6)

On the slow time scale, the matrix M operates as a gain
between the yOUT , yIN variables. The matrix M does not
necessarily have to be a square matrix. For a general block
in the feedback channel, the matrix M can be calculated
as the product of elemental matrices representing the ratio
between internal variables in the block, M = M1 M2 ...Mw
for a block subdivided in w elemental stages.

APPLICATION TO THE SPS RING
We present an application of this formalism with a simple case representing the SPS dedicated hardware to test
the LARP wideband feedback system. This example is analyzed using the C-MAD code and by setting Nsl = 64 and
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Figure 4: Receiver response

CONCLUSIONS
We presented a formalism to model the response of different blocks of the feedback channels to include the limitations of real hardware units in multi-particle simulation
codes. It allows to model Lineal Time Invariant (LTI) systems and reduce the order of the system dynamics, considering the fast-time scale effects (nsec. time scale, bunch
scale) in the slow time-scale (revolution period) as a matrix with constant coefficient coupling the different bunch
samples. Results show that if the hardware stage is well
represented by an LTI system model, the matrices obtained
accurately describe its response in the slow-time scale.
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Figure 2: Frequency response of the kicker
We apply a kick to the bunch at turn number 20. Fig.
3 depicts the DAC input samples [Vc1 . . . Vc16 ]. It compares the momentum applied to the bunch using timedomain analysis following eqn. (2) and using the matrix
MP W R = Mk Mamp MDAC in C-MAD.
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Figure 3: Power stage response
For the receiver, we assume that the signal < y(t) >=
[y1 (t) . . . y64 (t)]T for t = kTrev , k = 0, 1, . . . is the estimated vertical displacement for slices 1 to 64. Additionally, we assume that before the ADC, this signal is subject
to an anti-aliasing filter with a bandwidth of 1.5 GHz. Fig.
4 shows the estimated vertical displacement of the bunch
< y(t) > after the kick was applied as measured at turn 29.
This plot also show the filter output signal calculated using
time domain analysis (eqn. (2)) and using the matrix Mf .
The samples (ADC output) used in the processing channel
[Vy1 . . . Vy16 ]T are calculated as Vy = MADC Mf < y >
in C-MAD.
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Δ PT/Vk [sec/m]

10

−3

1

ADC [a.u]

Ncontrol = 16 samples per bunch to process the feedback
algorithm. This is equivalent to a 2.6 G Samples/sec sampling frequency in the ADC/ DAC and processing channel. This example describes some stages in the power block
and the receiver block. The kicker structure installed in the
SPS and dedicated for our studies is an ’exponential strip
line’ designed originally as a wide-band pick-up [9]. The
kicker’s frequency response was estimated by measuring
the response of the structure as a pick-up. Fig. 2 depicts
the estimated transfer function. This function is approximated by a transfer function Hk (ω) = Hk (s)|s=jω . Based
on Hk (s) and applying Z transform, Hk (z) = Z{Hk (s)}
is calculated as the ratio of two polynomials in z (Eqns. (4),
(5)). After building the A and B matrices, (eqn. (6)), the
matrix Mk representing the mapping between the kicker
input voltage and the output momentum applied to each
bunch slice is calculated. Similarly, the matrix MDAC corresponding to the DAC response is calculated, while for the
case of the wideband amplifier and cables, an ideal gain has
been assumed given that the kicker’s frequency response is
dominant to characterize the power stage response.
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